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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface-based adsorption, where an analyte of interest is pulled down from a solution by a specific capture agent, such as an antibody, is a standard biosensing method. These surface adsorption-based assays typically rely on an optical readout, such as the fluorescence-based measurements used in DNA microarrays or the changes in refractive index obtained by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Electronic-based detection provides a potentially simpler readout of the binding event, obviating the need for the labeling steps in a fluorescence-based readout or the optical alignment required for sensitive methods such as SPR. Transistor-based methods, including field effect transistors (FETs) and electrolyte gated transistors (EGTs), provide one possible route toward electronic detection, where the binding event changes the threshold voltage required to turn the transistor ON.

This perspectives article focuses on recent advances in biosensing using electrolyte gated transistors and opportunities for improving the technology via microfluidics. In an EGT, the gate dielectric typical of a conventional FET is replaced with a liquid or gel electrolyte. There are two basic modes of EGT operation: electrochemical and electric double layer. In the electrochemical mode, application of a gate voltage drives electrochemical oxidation or reduction of the semiconductor channel with accompanying penetration of ions into the semiconductor. In the electric double layer mode, ions do not penetrate the semiconductor. Instead, the gate voltage drives the formation of a sheet of carriers (electrons or holes) in the semiconductor and an oppositely charged sheet of ions in the electrolyte immediately adjacent to the semiconductor. Both modes enhance the conductivity of the semiconductor channel by increasing the free carrier density. In most of our biosensing work, we have exploited EGTs based on the benchmark polymer semiconductor poly(3-hexylthiophene), or P3HT, which is permeable to ions. Thus, the P3HT EGTs operate in the electrochemical mode. Irrespective of the mode of operation, all EGTs have the property that they work at very low voltages because of the enormous capacitance of electrolytes; low voltage operation, in turn, makes the devices sensitive to label-free chemical binding to surfaces, as described below.

The EGT is an emerging platform, and much of the research to date has focused on proof-of-principle detection or fundamental studies of the device operation. However, the EGT platform and, in particular, the length scales accessible by printed electronics, make printed EGTs ideally suited for microfluidic integration. Microfluidics thus has the potential to dramatically improve EGT sensors via facile multiplexing, sample preconcentration, and improved transport to the surface.

This perspectives article is not intended to provide a comprehensive review of FET and EGT biosensors, and readers interested in a more thorough recent overview are referred elsewhere. Rather, this perspective aims to provide sufficient background on
the sensing technology for the microfluidics community to identify and take advantage of opportunities in EGT sensing, with a particular emphasis on the floating-gate EGT platform developed in our labs.

II. CHEMICAL FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS

The principle of detecting a chemical in solution via transduction by a FET, known as a ChemFET, was introduced in the 1970s, with the earliest work pioneered by Bergveld\(^46\)–\(^48\) and Janata.\(^49\),\(^50\)

Figure 1 illustrates the basic principle behind different variants of a ChemFET. In the absence of any applied gate voltage, the FET is in the OFF state. As the gate voltage increases, the increasing electric field created within the semiconductor channel causes the transistor to turn ON at the threshold voltage, \(V_T\), producing a sharp increase in current between the source and the drain electrodes. The difference in current between the ON and OFF states is typically orders of magnitude. In the saturation regime, the drain current is given by\(^51\)

\[
I_D = \frac{W}{2L} \mu C_i (V_G - V_T)^2,
\]

where the width and length of the semiconductor channel are \(W\) and \(L\), respectively, \(\mu\) is the carrier mobility within the semiconductor, and \(C_i\) is the specific capacitance of the gate dielectric. The latter quantity plays a key role in EGT-based sensing; we will return to the importance of \(C_i\) in Sec. III A.

In a ChemFET, the solution containing the analyte is placed between the gate electrode [Fig. 1(b)] and the dielectric surface. Adsorption of the analyte to the dielectric produces a shift in the threshold voltage due to a change in the interfacial potential of the dielectric/solution surface. Measuring the difference in threshold voltage, \(\Delta V_T\), between the ChemFET in the presence and absence of the analyte thus provides a way to quantify chemisorption onto the FET surface. The particular example in Fig. 1(b) corresponds to the binding of an antibody to the dielectric surface, but one can use other capture agents, such as aptamers, or change the binding site to the semiconductor itself.\(^52\),\(^53\)

In general, the ChemFET architecture in Fig. 1(b) poses significant materials science challenges for biological detection because (i) the capture agent must be bound directly to the thin dielectric and (ii) the dielectric is in contact with the aqueous medium. In particular, it is generally the case that the molecular grafting chemistry available for dielectric materials such as \(SiO_2\) is not as well-controlled or as convenient as the grafting chemistries applicable to noble metals such as silver, gold, or platinum. This limits the ability to attach capture molecules in an oriented fashion to the dielectric. Additionally, in order for the ChemFET to sense small threshold voltage shifts associated with chemical binding, the dielectric layer needs to be extremely thin (a few tens of nanometers), and this makes the whole device susceptible to leakage currents associated with ion migration in and out of pinholes in the thin dielectric. These considerations significantly limit the application of ChemFETs with the Fig. 1(b) architecture in applications where the analyte solution is a biofluid, such as blood, or situations where the reagents needed to extract the analyte from a complex medium also serve as etchants for the dielectric.

One approach to the material incompatibility problem is to use an ion-selective membrane between the FET and the aqueous medium [Fig. 1(c)], which is the basis of an ion-selective field effect transistor (ISFET).\(^47\),\(^48\)

Figure 1(c) illustrates a particular example in which the ISFET is a low-cost, disposable biosensor for a single target,\(^70\)–\(^72\) and the detection of DNA,\(^73\),\(^74\) proteins,\(^75\)–\(^77\) and small molecules.\(^78\),\(^79\)

Both the ISFET and the extended gate ChemFET provide routes toward biosensing in challenging environments, but these methods also have their limitations. Clearly, while the ISFET architecture protects the transistor from the medium through the ion selective membrane, not all biosensing applications can be accomplished with an ISFET configuration. The most notable example is antibody/antigen binding, which underlies highly specific and highly sensitive immunogenic biosensing methods. The extended gate architecture is more flexible and can accommodate any capture agent that can be bound to the extended gate, which is often gold. Antibodies are often used as the capture agents in these devices,\(^75\),\(^76\) but aptamers\(^77\),\(^78\) have also been used for the detection of proteins and DNA with extended gate FETs.

However, the extended gate FET is not optimal from a fabrication perspective. Explicitly, the cost of CMOS fabrication is proportional to the area. This scaling is the reason, in part, why the Ion Torrent DNA sequencer\(^69\) is an exemplary use of FETs for chemical sensing: it is relatively easy to create a dense array of millions of identical sensors, and DNA sequencing benefits from such massively parallel operation. However, if one is making a dedicated biosensor for a single target,\(^76\)–\(^78\),\(^77\) this advantage is lost. Rather, one needs to forgo substantial chip real estate to add the extended gate into an integrated device. Alternatively, one can connect a commercially available FET part to an extended gate electrode,\(^76\),\(^77\),\(^79\) design and fabricate a custom MOSFET for the sensor,\(^76\),\(^77\),\(^79\) or...
directly functionalize the leads of the FET device. The resulting devices are inexpensive but can lead to incommensurate sizing of the floating gate with respect to the FET channel. Essentially, one wants the capacitance of the sensing surface at the end of the extended gate electrode \( C_2 \) in Eqs. (2) and (3) appearing below to be comparable to the capacitance of the gate/insulator/semiconductor stack in the FET. Such a situation ensures sensitivity to chemical binding events on the extended gate electrode. However, commercial FETs are tiny, and so one generally has a mismatch between the size of the extended gate, its sensing area, and the size of the commercial FET. This is not an insurmountable problem, but it is a consideration when one is considering high throughput, low cost manufacturing of relatively large, individual sensors.

**III. PRINTED ELECTROLYTE-GATED TRANSISTORS**

We have been pursuing an alternate strategy, based on printed electrolyte-gated transistors (EGTs), that is well suited for microfluidic sensing using a floating (extended) gate architecture. As the name implies, this device merges two concepts: printed electronics and electrolyte gating. We briefly describe each of these concepts below.

**A. Electrolyte gating**

As its name implies, an EGT uses an electrolyte to gate the transistor, rather than a conventional dielectric. It is worthwhile to clearly define an EGT here, as there is some inconsistency in the literature (including in our own publications). The ISFET and extended gate FET in Fig. 1 can be considered “electrolyte-gated FETs,” the field effect transistor is still gated by a conventional dielectric, but there is a salt solution that is in series with the dielectric between the gate electrode and the semiconductor. We define an EGT (Fig. 2) to correspond to systems that do not have the dielectric layer such that the electrolyte is in direct contact with the semiconductor. The transistor is gated by either having ions from the electrolyte penetrate into the semiconductor or through the creation of an electric double-layer proximate to the semiconductor. Owing to the permeability of...
organic semiconductors, it is also possible to have mixtures of both current mechanisms within a single transistor.51

Our EGT sensors rely on the first approach by replacing the dielectric layer with an ion gel.83 An ion gel comprises an ionic liquid that is mechanically stabilized by a block polymer; our sensing experiments3–5,33,34 use 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMIM/TFSI) as the ionic liquid and poly(styrene)-b-poly(ethyl acrylate)-b-poly(styrene) as the stabilizer.84 This system forms a gel because the poly(styrene) blocks of the copolymer are less miscible with the ionic liquid than the poly(ethyl acrylate) blocks, creating a network of nodes of poly(styrene) that are bridged by the poly(ethyl acrylate) chains within a matrix of ionic liquid. When an electric field is applied to the ion gel, the ions penetrate the semiconductor [Fig. 2(c)] to create a dense collection of holes. The 30 nm thickness of the semiconductor layer leads to very high specific capacitances of \( C_i \approx 100 \mu F/cm^2 \).51

Our EGTs have a lot of similarity to so-called organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs), which employ aqueous electrolytes instead of the ion gel and often use the conducting polymer PEDOT:PSS as the channel material.43,45 The mode of operation of PEDOT-based OECTs is electrochemical like our P3HT EGTs, the difference being that the PEDOT OECT is normally ON when the gate voltage is off. A positive gate voltage turns the device OFF. OECTs have been used in a variety of chemical sensing schemes which have recently been reviewed.43,44

In general, EGTs (and OECTs) have a high specific capacitance, owing to the charge separation illustrated in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), and consequently operate at a lower voltage when compared to polarizing a conventional dielectric layer. In the context of Eq. (1) for the transistor drain current in the saturation regime, the resulting large value of \( C_i \) implies that small changes in the threshold voltage \( V_T \) created in a sensing environment are amplified into large changes in the drain current.51 This amplification is the origin of the high quasistatic gain achievable with EGTs.

One of the limitations of ion gels in EGTs is that the switching time (10^5–10^6 Hz) in the best cases86 is considerably slower than conventional FETs. Slow switching is a limitation in computing applications. For example, typical modern central processing units (CPUs) have switching speeds in the GHz range, far faster than it is possible to polarize and depolarize an ion gel. Fortunately, such switching speeds are overkill for a biosensor. Rather, the rate-limiting step for biosensing is the mass transport to the sensor surface, which typically occurs on time scales of minutes. As a result, sweeping the gate voltage at circa 50 mV/s, which leads to good sensing performance, corresponds to sampling rates of circa 20 s. Such rates are sufficient to establish equilibrium binding to the surface.

B. Printed electronics

Additive manufacturing methods such as printing are particularly attractive for low cost production of high-volume, single-use sensors, especially because they can be implemented in continuous roll-to-roll formats common to the newsprint, publishing, and packaging industries.87–90 Widespread, commercially successful
examples of printed sensors include glucose test strips and the home pregnancy test. Indeed, the increased availability of electronic inks based on conducting, semiconducting, and insulating materials makes printing of complete EGT-based sensors achievable. There are already examples in the literature of sheet-based aerosol-jet and ink jet printed FET- and EGT-based circuits that have more complexity than the sensor designs discussed here. However, a challenge is to translate these early results to roll-to-roll processes and such research is ongoing.

Currently, our printed EGT devices use a combination of conventional lithography and printed electronics illustrated in Fig. 3. In the first step, we lithographically pattern gold-on-chrome electrodes onto a silicon wafer in the desired locations. We then print the semiconductor, which in our case is the organic semiconductor poly(3-hexylthiophene), or P3HT. P3HT is dissolved in chloroform with terpineol added as a cosolvent. P3HT is then printed over the source and drain electrode using an aerosol-jet printer. The ion gel is printed subsequently over the channel and the gate electrode, thereby completing the EGT circuit. Following this, polystyrene is printed over the ion gel as an encapsulation layer. This prevents oxygen from diffusing through the ion gel and doping the semiconductor on the time scale of our experiments.

In contrast to CMOS electronics, the length scales accessible by printed electronics are ideally suited for integration with microfluidics. The component size for printed electronics is set by the size of the spots of ink that can be deposited during printing; for aerosol-jet printing, this sets the feature sizes to be circa 10 μm. Soft lithography in PDMS using SU-8 molds readily produces fluidics with these length scales. It is relatively easy to increase the feature size in printed electronics, which opens the possibility for creating molds from simpler methods (e.g., 3D printing) rather than lithographically producing SU-8 molds.

We have produced our devices on a silicon substrate, which easily bonds to the PDMS microfluidics. It is also possible to print devices on a wide range of substrates, including glass and flexible substrates. While glass is easily used with PDMS microfluidics, the polymeric substrates can pose integration challenges with the PDMS. A possible solution to the integration problem is to print both the electronics and the microfluidics, as done for a recently reported sensor.

IV. OPERATION AND APPLICATIONS OF EGTS FOR BIOSENSING

A. Mechanism of detection in a floating gate EGT

Figure 4(a) provides a schematic representation of an EGT biosensor using a floating gate architecture. The left side of the device is the EGT analogous to Fig. 2(a). The left arm (FG1) of the floating gate electrode communicates with the aqueous environment electronically by a via to the right arm (FG2) of the floating gate. The right arm of the floating gate is functionalized with the capture agent and communicates through the aqueous electrolyte to the control gate. This architecture is quite flexible with respect to the right arm of the floating gate, and we have demonstrated sensing functionality for DNA hybridization, protein binding to DNA aptamers, protein binding to antibodies, and self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on the floating gate.

In an experiment using the setup in Fig. 4(a), we sweep the control gate voltage, V_G, and measure the drain current, I_D, between the source and drain electrodes, producing a transfer curve such as the one in Fig. 4(b). As the gate voltage becomes more negative, the transistor turns ON and the drain current increases, which is the expected behavior for a p-type semiconductor such as P3HT. From Eq. (1) for a transistor in the saturation regime, the threshold voltage V_T is obtained from a plot of I_D vs V_G by extrapolating the linear fit to zero current.

We have conducted a series of systematic experiments to determine how the voltage V_G imposed on the control gate is related to the voltage V_F at the floating gate, since V_F is responsible for polarizing the ion gel and thus turning ON the EGT. The first
set of experiments\textsuperscript{33} varied the size of the electrodes to investigate the role of the relative capacitances of each interface. These experiments revealed that the device operation is captured by the equivalent circuit model in Fig. 4(c). Applying voltage to the control gate sets up double layers at all of the interfaces within the device except the semiconductor/ion gel interface, where electrochemical doping occurs [e.g., Fig. 2(b)]. The double layers and electrochemical doping can be modeled by their capacitance. These interfaces can then be lumped into two overall capacitances, with $C_1$ representing the capacitance of interfaces on the ion gel side of the device in Fig. 4(a) and $C_2$ representing capacitances within the aqueous phase. A model with only these two capacitors predicts that

\[
V_F = \left[1 + \frac{C_1}{C_2}\right]^{-1} V_G.
\]

Unfortunately, this model fails to capture the experimental data as the ratio of the floating gate area to the P3HT area changes.\textsuperscript{35} Rather, we need to include an additional parasitic capacitance that accounts for a charge, $Q'$, that can be stored elsewhere within the device. The exact nature of this parasitic capacitance remains a subject of investigation, but we have speculated\textsuperscript{34} that a fraction $f$ of the charge that would otherwise be stored on the floating gate is lost to the parasitic capacitor. As a result, that charge is no longer available to bias the transistor, shifting the $I_D - V_G$ response. The analysis of the complete circuit model in Fig. 4(c) furnishes\textsuperscript{33}

\[
V_F = \left[1 + \frac{1}{1 - f} \left(\frac{C_1}{C_2}\right)\right]^{-1} V_G,
\]

where $f$ is the fraction of the charge on $C_2$ that is stored in the parasitic capacitor. Equation (3) fits the experimental data\textsuperscript{37} with $f = 0.77$, and a more detailed discussion of this effect appears in Ref. 33.

Equation (3) reveals that the sensor is capable of detecting the accumulation of the material near the floating gate surface FG2 since this material would affect $C_2$ and thus the relationship between the applied control gate voltage and the floating gate voltage that is turning the transistor ON. This effect is easily verified by creating self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkane thiols of varying lengths at the gold FG2 surface\textsuperscript{35} since the capacitance of the SAM is an inverse to the thickness of the layer.\textsuperscript{36} In the context of biosensing, such changes could occur due to the capture of large neutral molecules.

Palazzo \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{17} using an EGT with the gate electrode above the electrolyte [i.e., the EGT equivalent to the ChemFET configuration in Fig. 1(b)], proposed that there exists an additional capacitance within the device that was not considered directly in our previous work.\textsuperscript{33} Explicitly, the lumped capacitance $C_2$ in our model arises from the pair of capacitors due to the double layers formed at the control gate and the floating gate. Palazzo \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{17} proposed that, for biosensing, there exists a capacitor between the two in our model that accounts for the formation of a Donnan equilibrium created by the immobilized charges at the capture site. From an operational standpoint, the additional capacitance created by the Donnan layer does not affect Eq. (3) because it would appear within the lumped capacitance $C_2$. However, the presence of a Donnan layer permits capacitive sensing outside the Debye layer, thereby overcoming a key limitation of field effect transistor detection.\textsuperscript{17}

It is also worthwhile to understand how the sensor responds to the accumulation of charge, for example, during DNA hybridization or the capture of charged macromolecules. To decouple charge accumulation from changes in capacitance,
subsequent experiments took advantage of a SAM of 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) adsorbed onto the right arm of the floating gate. MUA is deprotonated by increasing pH, which leads to the accumulation of a charge close to the surface, without a change in capacitance. These experiments revealed that the model in Eq. (3) in the presence of charge accumulation becomes

\[
V_F = \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{1 - f} \left( \frac{C_1}{C_2} \right)^{-1} \right] V_G + \Delta \phi, \tag{4}
\]

where \(\Delta \phi\) accounts for potential changes on the right arm of the floating gate. While we have focused here on how \(\Delta \phi\) arises due to charge accumulation at the sensor surface by deprotonation of a SAM, such potential changes could arise from the adsorption of a charged molecule such as DNA or from adsorption-induced surface dipoles. Equation (4) illustrates the advantage of working at low voltages, since we want the device to be sensitive to the \(\Delta \phi\) term, which is typically a few hundred mV for SAMs and DNA.

Equation (4) represents our current working model for EGT detection, where the potential \(V_F\) on the floating gate plays the role of the gate voltage in Eq. (1). Following Eq. (1), changes in capacitance lead to a change in the slope of \(I_D/C_D\) vs \(V_G\), while changes in surface potential lead to a horizontal shift in the curve. We can thus discern the sensing mechanism directly from the inspection of the transfer curves obtained with and without a given analyte.

B. Device layout for biosensing

The device layout used in Fig. 4 is ideal for understanding the basis for EGT biosensing but is less useful for applications. First, the use of a quiescent fluid above the sensing pad leads to slow diffusional transport to the sensor surface. Second, comparing the threshold voltages for two different scenarios is suboptimal in terms of the signal gain.

Figure 5 provides a more robust biosensor layout for EGT detection. To improve detection time, the system uses flow over the sensing area of the floating gate. Since the floating gate needs to be capacitively coupled to the control gate, there is an additional flow from the control gate toward the floating gate, which keeps the control gate pristine. To improve detection sensitivity, the sensor is configured as an inverter by adding a resistor between the drain and the supply voltage. The output voltage, \(V_{out}\), is obtained between the drain and the load resistor. Figure 5(b) shows the advantage of operating the device as an inverter. As the input voltage to the control gate is swept to negative voltages, there is a rapid rise in the output signal over a very small change in \(V_{in}\), i.e., a high gain. Subtracting two inverter curves gives a distinct peak in the output voltage, which we interpret as the signal for sensing applications. Measuring \(I_D - V_{out}\) curves or \(V_{out}\) from an inverter provides equivalent information, but the inverter configuration is preferable due to the gain. We also find converting the inverter output to signal peaks, as in Fig. 5(b), to be an intuitive way to visualize the data when compared to analyzing differences between \(I_D - V_{G}\) curves.

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** Improved EGT detection using flow and an inverter circuit. (a) Flow-based EGT detection configured as an inverter. The system has two connected microfluidic channels, one (purple) for sample flow over the right arm of the floating gate and a second (blue) to keep the control gate pristine. The addition of the load resistor between the drain and the supply voltage converts the circuit of Fig. 4(a) into an inverter. Instead of measuring the drain current to create a transfer curve, experiments using an inverter configuration measure the potential \(V_{out}\) between the drain electrode of the EGT and the load resistor. (b) Example of inverter signals during the detection of ricin. The black signal is the difference between the measured \(V_{out}\) before and after exposure to ricin. The insets illustrate that the sensor surface was functionalized with an aptamer for the B-subunit of ricin. Panel (a) adapted from and panel (b) reproduced with permission from White et al., ACS Sens. 1, 1213–1216 (2016). Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
C. Biosensing applications

Our first work using the EGT platform\(^4\) focused on the detection of DNA hybridization using the quiescent fluid device in Fig. 4(a). These experiments demonstrated the proof-of-principle for the platform; the hybridization equilibrium was well described by a Langmuir isotherm, with sensitivity to mismatches in the target strand. However, the sensitivity of the device was relatively low, especially when compared with fluorescence detection.

Our subsequent biosensing work\(^5\) thus took advantage of the flow-based inverter configuration in Fig. 5(a) for faster, more sensitive analysis. The first experiments\(^4\) demonstrated the ability to detect ricin subunit B using a DNA aptamer\(^110\) as the capture agent. Figure 6 shows that the EGT platform can successfully detect ricin at low concentrations, even from relatively complex food matrices such as milk and orange juice, without any sample cleanup or preconcentration. The approach to measure the inverter signal for these experiments is illustrated in Fig. 5(b), using the peak of \(V_{\text{out}}\) as the signal. There is a slight reduction in the sensitivity of the device in complex media, which is consistent with previous experiments using this DNA aptamer\(^110\) and thus attributable to the binding agent rather than the sensor architecture.

We have also demonstrated the detection of gluten in the EGT platform.\(^1\) This is a considerably more challenging sensing problem, due to the strongly reducing chemicals needed to extract gluten from food\(^112\) and the ill-defined chemical nature of gluten, which varies by source. In addition to detection using a DNA aptamer,\(^110\) we also used a commercially available antibody for wheat gluten\(^114\) and raised a custom antibody for barley gluten.\(^5\) These different capture agents were challenged with different concentrations of gluten extracted from barley, wheat, and corn, where the latter serves as the control experiment. In addition to achieving detection down to the “gluten-free” limit of 1 \(\mu\text{g/ml}\) of gluten and negligible signal for the corn control, the three different sensors each yielded different responses depending on whether they were challenged with wheat or barley. This result opens up the potential for using an array of EGTs and capture agents to obtain chemical fingerprints for complicated analytes.\(^5\)

Overall, we have demonstrated that EGTs can achieve competitive sensitivities in a label-free, nonoptical format from complex matrices without the need for any sample cleanup or preconcentration.\(^5\) The selectivity of the sensor arises from the dissociation constant, \(K_D\), for the capture agent, and we have generally been able to achieve a limit-of-detection of approximately 0.1\(K_D\), where \(K_D\) has units of concentration. Since the sensing pad is a gold electrode, there are no impediments to using either DNA aptamers\(^110\) or antibodies as the capture agent. Moreover, it is relatively easy to passivate the surface with poly(ethylene glycol) to prevent nonspecific adsorption.\(^5\) There exist approaches to bind capture agents to and passivate other surfaces, but gold is particularly convenient to use because the chemistry for these reactions is very mature.

EGTs without an extended gate have also demonstrated competitive sensitivities. Recent studies from the Torsi group have evidenced EGTs that can achieve a limit of detection down to a single protein via functionalization of the gate electrodes with chem-SAMs and bio-SAMs, using bovine serum albumin (BSA) to passivate the surface.\(^28,31\) Due to the limitations of the Debye length, de-ionized water was used as the gating electrolyte. The model proposed for the sensing mechanism of the single-molecule transistor (SiMoTs) assumes domains of SAMs that electrostatically cooperate through hydrogen bonding. Once the protein is bound to the bio-SAM, there is a change in the work function of the gate electrode that is propagated through the domain, which, in turn, changes the threshold voltage of the SiMoT, as shown in Fig. 7. Other gate-functionalized EGTs have also exploited SAM chemistry to selectively react with biomolecules, such as dopamine,\(^117\) while others have used different methods to immobilize antibodies\(^37,38\) aptamers,\(^118\) cells,\(^119\) and proteins.\(^5\)

Similar to ChemFETs, the semiconductor of EGTs can be functionalized with capture agents at the semiconductor surface, and the chemistry can be tailored to expose a variety of biorceptors.\(^21,32\) In addition to eliciting a change in capacitance upon binding, the semiconductor channel can also become doped. The response is thus a change in the drain current, or shift in the threshold voltage, depending on the type of doping. Hao et al. demonstrated this through functionalization of graphene with aptamers that specifically bind to insulin, causing deformation of the aptamer, as shown in Fig. 8.\(^21\) The pH of the electrolyte (7.4) was above the isoelectric point of insulin (5.8), so the insulin was weakly and negatively charged, causing the change in current and the Dirac voltage to be attributed to charge transfer from either the insulin or the deformed aptamer. In the case of organic electrochemical transistors, electrochemical doping of the ion permeable channel is responsible for the functionality of the sensor. Organic electrochemical transistors also elicit a change in the effective gating, or electrochemical doping, upon binding events at the functionalized channel surface and have been used to sense bacteria,\(^12\) metabolites,\(^5\) and viruses.\(^22\)
FIG. 7. SiMoT sensing measurements. (a) Transfer curves with varied IgG concentrations of 6 zeptoMolar (zM, black curve), $(6 \pm 3) \times 10^2$ zM (blue curve), $(6 \pm 1) \times 10^2$ zM (dark curve), $(6.7 \pm 0.1) \times 10^3$ zM (magenta curve), and $(6.67 \pm 0.01) \times 10^6$ zM (light green curve) in PBS standard solutions. (b) Negative shifts in the work function with corresponding threshold voltage shifts at each functionalization step. EF is the gate electrochemical potential and VL is the vacuum level. Reproduced with permission from Macchia et al., Nat. Commun. 9, 3223 (2018). Copyright 2018, Author(s), licensed under Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).

FIG. 8. Functionalization of graphene with 1-pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester (PASE), followed with IGA3 (aptamer) functionalization through a Schiff-base reaction. Upon binding to insulin, the aptamer complexes form both parallel and antiparallel G-quadruplexes, bringing the aptamer–insulin complex closer to the surface of graphene. Reproduced with permission from Hao et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 9, 27504–27511 (2017). Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
The compatibility between the electrolyte and the semiconductor limits the versatility of this approach but can be overcome by the usage of an ion selective membrane or by passivating the surface with the bioreceptor. Functionalization of a phospholipid bilayer containing the capturing agents to the organic semiconductor surface causes capacitance changes at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface. The use of the phospholipid layer prevents ion diffusion from the electrolyte into the semiconductor, confirmed by low hysteresis in $I_D$–$V_G$ curves along with low (nA) gate leakage currents. The sensing mechanism for the reported capture of negatively charged proteins, such as streptavidin and C-reactive protein, is the increase in drain current and shift in threshold voltage compared to EGTs with no exposure to the protein. This approach allows for both specific detection of biomolecules and detection beyond the Debye length in high ionic strength solutions ($\lambda_D = 0.7$ nm) through the formation of Donnan equilibrium at the protein capture site.

V. OPPORTUNITIES FOR MICROFLUIDICS IN EGT BIOSENSORS

Having provided an overview of EGT biosensing, we now explore a trio of possible approaches to improve EGT detection in the future via microfluidics. We consider both straightforward modifications, as well as some more speculative ideas related to control of the environment near the sensor surface.

A. Sensor multiplexing

Multiplexing of the sensors represents the most straightforward approach to improve sensor performance. There has been only minimal work toward multiplexing of EGT sensors, despite the relative simplicity of the process. For example, we have connected two sensors in the same inverter circuit to provide direct subtraction of the reference and test sensor during a measurement. We also fabricated multiple instances of the flow-based device in Fig. 5 on a single wafer for our multipixel approach to gluten detection. While useful steps forward, neither of these approaches takes advantage of the inherent advantages of microfluidics to create relatively complicated fluidic flow paths, especially in compact formats, that would enable improved device performance.

For a given target, it is desirable to make four measurements per sample, using all combinations of blank solution vs sample solution and functionalized sensor vs blank sensor. Such an experiment could be implemented using a multiplexed design. This quartet of experiments provides a complete set of control experiments. As indicated by the error bars in Fig. 6, there is also some variability in the signal obtained from a single EGT sensor. While the latter variability is sure to decrease as the EGT biosensor platforms mature, in particular, if they ultimately move to a commercial fabrication facility, it likely will remain desirable to add an additional layer of multiplexing to capture sensor-to-sensor variability as well. Even a 5-fold test would only involve 20 separate sensors on the chip, well below the massive levels of integration that have been achieved in microfluidic devices for almost 20 years now. Internal calibration can be achieved by subtracting the output of two EGTs to measure relative amounts. A key challenge in creating multiplexed devices is separately functionalizing different sensors on the device and alignment of the fluidics with the printed sensors. The former problem is readily solved by reversibly bonding a fluidic layer for flowing solution over the desired sample pads and then replacing that layer by the fluidic system for sample handling prior to use. Alternatively, if the pads are large enough, simply creating wells above each pad for functionalization is possible. The alignment of the microfluidics does not represent a significant challenge due to relatively large sizes of the control gate and floating gate required to optimize the device operation. We thus view multiplexing as the most natural microfluidic route for immediate improvements in EGT biosensors.

B. Sample preconcentration

Our experiments revealed that our EGT sensor typically operates with a limit of detection of 0.1 nM for the capture agent. The limit of detection in the EGT is affected by the device-to-device variability in the signal, as indicated by the error bars in Fig. 6 and the noise in the control experiment. Both of these device-related issues can be ameliorated somewhat by improvements in both the fabrication process and the device design. But, it is also desirable to consider approaches to improve the limit of detection via microfluidics.

The standard approach to lower the limit of detection is sample preconcentration prior to analysis, such that the sample sent to the sensor is at a higher concentration than the original material. Sample preconcentration effectively acts as a multiplicative factor for the limit of detection. One particularly attractive method for sample preconcentration within a microfluidic device for charged molecules is isotachophoresis (ITP). Eid and Santiago have provided a thorough recent review of ITP, with a particular focus on how ITP can improve heterogeneous biomolecular reactions such as those arising from capture agents bound to the surface of a sensor. Briefly, ITP involves two electrolytes, a leading electrolyte with a high electrophoretic mobility and a trailing electrolyte with a low electrophoretic mobility. If the analyte of interest has an electrophoretic mobility that lies between the trailing and leading electrolytes, it will become concentrated at the interface between them. The thickness of the interface between the different electrolytes is set by molecular diffusion and is thus quite sharp. A particularly attractive feature of ITP is that it is a self-focusing method, since analytes in the leading electrolyte will fall behind (and vice versa for the trailing electrolyte), so there is no need to provide a sharp injection plug of the sample. Indeed, one of the limitations in ITP is that the sample plug may pass over the sensor so quickly that the time for reaction at the surface becomes a limiting factor. This effect can be attenuated by using a stop-and-diffuse approach, where the electric field is turned off when the sample plug reaches the sensor, thereby allowing additional time for reactions from the concentrated sample. Although million-fold increases in sample concentration are theoretically possible, typical enhancements in biological fluids are around 10,000-fold.

Compared to a fluorescence-based assay, there are some minor challenges to implementing ITP in an EGT. It is unlikely one can simultaneously apply an electric field to drive the ITP...
while also modulating the gate voltage, as the ITP electric field would affect the potential at the gate electrode. Figure 9 illustrates a possible approach based on a pulsed ITP method. At the start of the process, ITP is used to focus the sample. Since we are using a label-free method, this band cannot be imaged in the manner used for fluorescence-based detection.\textsuperscript{117} If the sample has not reached the detector, then there should be no signal. The ITP can be turned on and off repeatedly while driving the analyte toward the sensor surface. We expect to see a sudden spike in the signal when the ITP band reaches the sensor surface. At this point, the pulsed ITP operation can be stopped and we can use a conventional EGT measurement by sweeping the gate voltage. Note that, since ITP is a focusing method, there is no loss in sensitivity by periodically releasing that electric potential and allowing the ions to diffuse; once the potential is reapplied, the bands will automatically sharpen again. As an effect, the proposed operating method is akin to running many "stop-and-diffuse" ITP protocols\textsuperscript{117} until the analyte band reaches the sensor surface. The key challenge is balancing the rate of switching between ITP and EGT sensing and the magnitude of the electric potential driving the electrophoresis of the analyte band to the sensor surface. The second challenge is identifying an appropriate leading and trailing electrolyte for new analytes of interest, although ITP recipes have been developed for a large number of useful biological moieties, in particular, for nucleic acids in complex media.\textsuperscript{118}

C. Improved transport to the sensor surface

In addition to increasing the equilibrium binding to the surface, preconcentration also increases the kinetics of the reaction through an increase in the concentration gradient. Both of these factors are important for sensor performance; the equilibrium scenario sets the limit of detection, but also the kinetics of the binding reaction govern the speed of detection. Thus, it is also worthwhile to consider other microfluidic approaches to enhance detection speed in addition to detection sensitivity.

To a large extent, EGT sensors have worked with static reservoirs, such as the one in Fig. 4(a), or droplets.\textsuperscript{36–41} Squires et al.\textsuperscript{119} provide a basic understanding of how flow can enhance sensor operation by confining the diffusion-dominated region to a boundary layer near the sensor surface, building on classical chemical engineering analysis. There are considerable opportunities for improving the mass flux to the EGT sensor surface by using the results of scaling theory or insights gained by numerical solutions to the convection-diffusion-reaction equations.\textsuperscript{119} Naturally, any design optimization for the fluid flow will be constrained by the size scales imposed by the printed electronics and the operating mechanism for the EGT. In particular, the size of the floating gate for the EGT must be large compared to the semiconductor channel, which may pose challenges if that sensing pad needs to be confined within a thin microfluidic channel.

Another approach to enhance the reactions at the surface is to promote mixing within the microchannel near the sensor surface.\textsuperscript{119} One option is the herringbone mixer model in Fig. 10, which creates a chaotic flow pattern in the microchannel,\textsuperscript{295} but a myriad of other passive micromixers that have been developed (see Ref. 121 for a recent review). In this context, it is important to keep in mind the goal of the mixer. Much of the literature on microfluidic mixing focuses on the important problem of the homogenization of two inlet streams at different concentrations. This is not the challenge in sensing, since the initial inlet stream is already homogeneous. Rather, the goal is to break up the depletion layer near the sensor surface\textsuperscript{119} through convective transport from the bulk. In this respect, a herringbone mixer patterned onto the ceiling of the microchannel could be particularly effective at enhancing the

![FIG. 9. Principle behind and ITP detection method using an EGT. The device could switch between steps of ITP (to focus and move the sample, illustrated by the blue color) and EGT measurement (to detect the analyte), thereby gaining the increase in detection sensitivity without the need to carefully control the sample preparation and transport. A signal is only measured when the sample is stopped over the floating gate (gold square).](image)

![FIG. 10. The flow in a staggered herringbone mixer can be used to break the boundary layers near the sensor surface. (a) Schematic illustration of a staggered herringbone mixer. The insets show the flow patterns generated by the herringbone. (b) Fluorescence microscopy images of the mixing between two fluid streams. Reproduced with permission from Stroock et al., Science 295, 647–651 (2002). Copyright 2002 AAAS.](image)
sensor speed. Lamination-based mixing strategies based on split-and-recombining of streams, while effective for creating a homogeneous fluid, are not optimal for use in conjunction with the EGT sensor.

Overall, we view enhancing transport to the sensor surface via fluid flow as the most promising avenue for improving EGT sensor performance via microfluidics. This opinion is based on the combination of (i) the absence of much engineering in this direction to date and (ii) the extensive literature in microfluidics in this area for other applications. Of particular interest is the work done to optimize depletion boundary layers in electrochemical reactors, which involve both the use of herringbone mixers and multiple inlets/outlets for replenishing depletion layers.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

EGTs are an emerging platform for biosensing. This electronic-based method provides label-free, nonoptical detection of biomolecules from complex media without any sample cleanup or preconcentration. The key advantage of EGTs with respect to their FET counterparts is their easy manufacturing by printing, which is both advantageous for the prototyping work needed to develop the technology and, in the longer term, for commercial production. Indeed, if the promise of printing electronics using the same roll-to-roll techniques used, for example, in newspaper print are realized, this would lead to a dramatic reduction in cost and increase in throughput. Converting existing EGT sensors on silicon or glass onto flexible substrates could combine the portability of paper microfluidic devices with even more sophisticated electronics than existing electrochemical paper sensors, potentially enabling a wealth of new applications.

As an emerging sensing area, much of the work to date has focused on the electronics side of the EGT and proof-of-principle experimentation. The time is ripe to deploy the microfluidics toolbox to convert these prototype sensors into automated, high precision systems. We have identified here the low-hanging fruit that would come from multiplexing, sample preconcentration, and controlling transport to the surface. This is by no means an exhaustive list of possible ways in which microfluidics can improve EGT biosensors, and there is a wealth of knowledge in microfluidic sensors in other contexts that can be translated to the EGT platform. In general, printed electronics is a promising route for integration with microfluidics, since the electronic platforms tend to use planar layouts with length scales in the hundred micrometer range that are ideally suited for microfluidic integration. We would be remiss if we concluded our discourse without a few comments on EGT detection in general, beyond those that are likely to be remedied by the microfluidic solutions discussed here. There are some improvements on the device side that are relatively straightforward. For example, our EGT biosensors could employ higher mobility semiconductors that can produce even higher gain. Similarly, the parasitic capacitance problem needs to be thoroughly understood and then remedied. This detective work will require careful, systematic experimentation, but it is likely a solvable problem using existing techniques. We also see two major outstanding challenges in EGT detection in general that do not have straightforward, generic solutions.

The first major challenge is EGT-based detection of small, neutral analytes. Owing to their small size relative to an antibody and the sparseness of the capture agents on the surface, such molecules are unlikely to create measurable changes in the capacitance $C_2$ in Eq. (4). One possible solution is the use of shape-changing DNA aptamers, following recent work with these molecules in conventional ChemFETs. In this approach, binding of the neutral molecules induces a change in the amount of DNA proximate to the surface and thus affects the term $\Delta \phi$ in Eq. (4), not only the capacitance $C_2$. Shape-changing aptamers certainly can address the problem, but their use is limited because it is not obvious that such aptamers can be identified for all relevant targets. A generic solution to the small neutral molecule problem would have broad applicability, as there are a range of medically relevant targets (e.g., cortisol) that fall within this class of analytes.

The second major challenge is the detection of small charged molecules. It is clear that charges located proximate to the surface will affect $\Delta \phi$, as evidenced by our work with SAMs of MU. However, an oft-cited problem with transistor-based detection is that charge detection is not operable outside the Debye layer, which is circa 1 nm in typical biological solutions. A number of possible solutions to this problem have appeared in the FET biosensor literature, including using antibody fragments or self-hybridizing DNA aptamers to reduce the capture agent size, employing high frequency gate voltages or quickly pulsing the gate voltage to avoid the formation of the static Debye layer on the measurement time, or the use of a porous poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) layer at the sensor surface. The latter approach is especially attractive since PEG can also prevent nonspecific adsorption to the sensor surface. Initial reports for this strategy proposed that the PEG layer creates a region of lower dielectric constant and thus extends the Debye length. However, a recent analysis of the experimental data suggests that the key effect is the formation of a Donnan equilibrium for the antibody/antigen within the PEG layer, which leads to a different decay length and provides an interesting analogy with the capacitive sensing mechanism for EGTs proposed by Palazzo et al.

While we have identified material-based and electronic-based solutions that might be translated from FETs to EGTs for both of these key challenges, it is worthwhile to contemplate whether microfluidics offers novel solutions that are orthogonal to approaches based on the electronics design or capture agent chemistry. Such flow-based solutions would not only improve EGT detection but could be translated broadly to all transistor-based detection schemes.
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